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October 25, 2018
Mr. Woody Smeck
Superintendent
Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks
47050 Generals Highway
Three Rivers, CA 93271
Email: woody_smeck@nps.gov
RE: American Mountain Guides Association comments on 2020-2021 Wilderness Commercial
Use Authorization Program Changes
Dear Superintendent Smeck,
The American Mountain Guides Association respectfully submits these comments for inclusion in
the public record regarding proposed changes to the wilderness commercial use authorization
(CUA) program at Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks (SEKI) in 2020-2021.
The American Mountain Guides Association (AMGA) is a 501(c)(3) educational non-profit
organization that provides training and certification for climbing instructors, mountain guides, and
ski guides throughout the United States. Founded in 1979, the AMGA has trained over 13,000
climbing and skiing guides who provide outdoor experiences for the general public that emphasize
safety, stewardship, and education. As the American representative to the International
Federation of Mountain Guide Associations (IFMGA), the AMGA institutes international standards
for the mountain guiding profession in the United States and serves as an educational body for
land management agencies, guide services, outdoor clubs, and others wishing to establish
internationally-recognized standards for guided climbing and skiing activities. The advocacy arm of
the AMGA supports sustainable use of public lands, facilitates stewardship opportunities, and
works in cooperation with guides and land managers to promote best practices and preserve
access to areas utilized by the guided public.
We have prepared the following comments in consultation with regional mountaineering and
backpacking guide services and guides, including 8 guide services that are current or previous CUA
holders in SEKI. The broad consensus that these comments represent is a demonstration of a
strong, unified desire for SEKI to make changes to the CUA program in 2020-2021. Please note, the
following comments account for the limits on commercial services set forth in the Wilderness
Stewardship Plan (WSP) and offer solutions that are consistent with those requirements.
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1. Implement “Limited CUAs, Fixed CSD Allocation” Commercial Service Day Allocation Method
Observations from the 2018 season suggest the current commercial service day (CSD) allocation
method (“Limited CUAs, Hybrid CSD Allocation”) is not meeting the park’s desired outcomes for
market competitiveness, fairness, efficiency, and business stability. Furthermore, the current
allocation method is not adequately serving the needs of the public or working in concert with the
way guide services do business. The following issues have been identified:
•

In the 2018 season, all of SEKI’s commercial service days were not used. The current
allocation method provided all operators with the same number of CSDs in the Mount
Whitney Management Area (MWMA) and Wilderness Wide (WW). Some operators did not
use all of the CSDs allocated to them, while other operators could have used more CSDs. As
a result, the opportunity for the public to climb with a guide in SEKI was not maximized.
This situation is in stark contrast to the park’s intent to maximize efficiency with few-to-no
unused CSDs.

•

By allocating CSDs in equal amounts to all CUA recipients, SEKI did not account for
variations in business models from one operator to another. Longstanding, local operators
have a greater capacity to utilize CSDs whereas operators who are visiting from outside the
area may intend to operate only a single trip. Consequently, some operators received more
days than they could use and others received much less than they could use.

•

The first-come, first-served pool (FCFS) for the MWMA did not serve its intended purpose
of maximizing market competitiveness. There were many more applicants to the FCFS pool
than days available. As a result, a multitude of requests were submitted at the moment the
FCFS pool opened and the allocation of CSDs ultimately depended upon where in the
queue an operator’s request happened to fall. This process did not support market
dynamism or enhanced competition, as intended by the park. It resulted in allocation by
chance. Allocating CSDs based upon chance is strongly at odds with the park’s intent to
maximize market competitiveness.

•

The MWMA FCFS pool also undermined business stability. Guide services were unable to
plan for future programming, marketing, and business investment when it was unclear if
FCFS pool days would be available to them.

•

Furthermore, because the MWMA FCFS pool allocation was largely based upon chance
rather than market competition, it did not support the park goal of maximizing fairness.

To fix these problems, we recommend the park utilize the allocation method described in the last
CUA application period as “Limited CUAs, Fixed CSD Allocation.” In this allocation method,
allocations are divided into several different use levels. All CSDs are allocated in the initial
application period and the first-come, first-served pool is used only as a clearinghouse for
relinquished or redistributed CSDs. The table below provides an example of a Limited CUAs, Fixed
CSD Allocation method with CSDs distributed in high, medium, and low-use levels.
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Total Non-Stock CUAs = 23 WW, 15 w/MWMA

Wilderness Wide (WW)

MWMA

High Level CSD Allocations Available

3

3

CSDs per High Use Allocation

448

155

Medium Level CSD Allocations Available

15

7

180

65

2

2

18

5

CSDs per Medium Use Allocation
Low Level CSD Allocations Available
CSDs per Low Use Allocation

Table 1. Example allocation of commercial service days using a Limited CUAs, Fixed CSD Allocation
method
Dividing the allocations into high, medium, and low-use levels maximizes the use of all available
CSDs, increases fairness in the allocation process, improves competition, and supports business
stability. These improvements will be accomplished as follows:
•

Maximize Use of Available CSDs – By providing multiple allocation levels, the distribution
of CSDs better matches operators’ capability to utilize them. As a result, few-to-no CSDs go
unused. Operators may relinquish CSDs at any time to an improved FCFS clearinghouse.
Relinquished CSDs may be requested by other operators who have used all of their
allocation.

•

Maximize Fairness – With a variety of allocation levels, CSD distributions will better
accommodate the array of business models that serve the public. More CUAs are offered
overall, increasing opportunities for both established businesses seeking larger allocations
and new entrants seeking smaller allocations. Low-use level CUAs match the needs of
operators based on the Inyo National Forest with limited use in SEKI. Medium-use level
CUAs are sufficient for a single west-side trip. High-use level CUAs enable longstanding,
established businesses to operate in manner similar to past years. All use levels can be
augmented with educational trips, if desired.

•

Maximize Competition and Customer Service – Competition is maximized by issuing all
CSDs in the final round. An improved FCFS pool is used for relinquished and redistributed
CSDs only, ensuring the FCFS pool is not a source of “allocation by chance.” Operators
provide service based on a known allocation of CSDs, enabling them to book trips at any
time without a dependence upon FCFS pool CSDs.

•

Maximize Business Stability – By allocating all CSDs in the final allocation round, operators
can effectively plan for business operations based upon a known allocation of CSDs. An
improved FCFS system removes ambiguity and allows operators to accurately predict
business volume.
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2. Establish a multi-jurisdictional permitting authority with Inyo National Forest.
At present, there are six (6) mountaineering guide services authorized by the Inyo National Forest
to conduct mountaineering activities that are held almost exclusively within the Inyo National
Forest but which may cross into SEKI when traveling on the Sierra Crest. This use has been
acknowledged by SEKI to be unverifiable and too trivial or minor to merit consideration in
reporting of CSDs. As stated in the 2018 SEKI CUA Handbook, page 12:
De minimis entry is a term used by SEKI to distinguish use along the Sierra Crest where entry
into the park is unverifiable and too trivial or minor to merit consideration in reporting of
CSDs.
We recommend SEKI establish a multi-jurisdictional permitting authority to allow Inyo National
Forest to manage these uses. Such an authority will alleviate numerous problems and provide
significant benefits for guide services, the public, and the agencies.
•

Business security for local guide service operators on the Inyo National Forest will be
significantly improved. Under current conditions, if an Inyo operator is not granted a SEKI
CUA, their entire business on the Inyo National Forest is rendered inoperative. Considering
SEKI CUAs are up for re-application every two years and there is no preferential right of
renewal, Inyo-based businesses hold a grave concern that their entire business could be
shuttered at any time. By allowing Inyo National Forest to administer use that occurs along
the Sierra Crest where entry into SEKI is unverifiable, business security will be substantially
improved for those operators who hold Inyo National Forest permits.

•

The public will be assured an opportunity to climb the high peaks of the Sierra Crest from
the east side. These trips are in high demand by the public due to shorter overall trip
lengths compared to trips that originate on the west side.

•

Administration will be reduced by allowing one agency to manage use on behalf of both
agencies.

Some Inyo National Forest permittees may still prefer to apply for two separate permits. This
option should remain. Also, de minimis use administered by Inyo National Forest should not
reduce the overall number of CSDs available for SEKI CUAs. By definition, de minimis use is too
trivial or minor to merit consideration in reporting of SEKI CSDs. Therefore, this use should not
require the use of SEKI CSDs. However, all de minimis entries into SEKI should be tracked via Inyo
National Forest post-use reporting and a complete accounting of de minimis entry days should be
provided to SEKI at the conclusion of each season.
3. Adjust the Mount Whitney Management Area boundary to exclude lower-visitation areas
The Mount Whitney Management Area (MWMA) was designated with the intent to improve
natural and social conditions in the most popular and frequently visited areas near Mount
Whitney. We recognize the need to implement unique management designations in high visitation
areas such as this. However, there are numerous areas currently included within the MWMA that
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do not see high rates of visitation and do not warrant the additional use constraints imposed by
the MWMA designation. Examples include Miter Basin, the Wales Lake area, and the Wallace
Lakes area. These areas contain high quality mountaineering objectives that currently see few
visits, such as Mount Hale, Mount Young, and Mount Russell. If these areas were excluded from
the MWMA, enabling guide services to visit them using Wilderness Wide (WW) CSDs, it would help
to disperse use in the park, provide more diverse opportunities for the public, and reduce impacts.
4. Remove the provision in the Conditions of Specified Uses for Mountaineering and
Backcountry Ski Mountaineering that prohibits technical rock climbing
Mountaineering is the most comprehensive form of mountain travel, and, by its very nature,
includes technical rock climbing, snow climbing, and ice climbing. The blend of technical challenges
in mountaineering is what draws thousands of dedicated followers to the sport. It appears to be
nonsensical to prohibit technical rock climbing from mountaineering when the two are intricately
connected. This is especially true in the Sierra Nevada, where examples abound of mountaineering
routes that include world class technical rock climbing. Therefore, we strongly encourage SEKI to
remove the language in the Conditions of Specified Uses1 for Mountaineering and Backcountry Ski
Mountaineering which states, “Technical rock climbing is not authorized under the
Mountaineering Commercial Use Authorization and is prohibited.”
If the language prohibiting technical rock climbing has another intent, for example to discourage
top-rope rock climbing instruction, which in some cases may have adverse effects on vegetation at
the base of cliffs, we are supportive of inserting new language that addresses these concerns. Toprope rock climbing could be excluded from the CUA authorization while still allowing technical rock
climbing to occur in the pursuit of mountaineering objectives.
5. Continue using established criteria to evaluate an applicant’s qualification to provide guided
mountaineering and ski mountaineering services for the public
We support the baseline criteria used in past years for mountaineering and ski mountaineering
Lead Guides, which states “AMGA Alpine Guide Certification, AMGA Ski Mountaineering Guide
Certification, IFMGA Certification, or Equivalent Certification documented through training and
experience.” AMGA certifications are specifically designed to demonstrate a guide’s qualification
to provide guided experiences for the public. By using AMGA certifications as a baseline criterion,
SEKI will have a helpful benchmark by which to assess applicants and ensure all operators are
sufficiently qualified to maximize visitor safety and provide quality visitor experiences. We also
support the use of the “or equivalent” language to account for some situations where a guide may
have training and experience that is equivalent to an AMGA certification.
6. Establish an additional pool of winter-season commercial service days
An additional pool of winter-season commercial service days should be established to provide the
public with expanded opportunities to experience SEKI wilderness in winter. Currently, due to use
restrictions, which are intended to limit use during the busy summer season, there are few
1

2018 Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks Wilderness CUA Application, Conditions of Special Uses, pages 17-18.
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opportunities for the public to climb and ski and with a guide in SEKI during the winter. To ensure
there is no overlap with summer use, winter-season CSDs could be confined to a specific date
range such as November 1 – May 15. We believe this presents an excellent opportunity to expand
opportunities for the public during a period when there is little concern for social impacts and
travel has minimal impact on the environment (predominately travel over snow).
7. Do not increase the application fee to $800.00 (maintain current application fee)
We understand NPS is required to recover administration and management costs associated with
the issuance of CUAs. We also recognize NPS may go beyond cost recovery and charge a market
price. However, in a review of fees charged at other climbing parks, it is readily apparent that
SEKI’s proposed application fee of $800.00 is higher than all other parks.
National
Park Unit

CUA
CUA
CUA
Application Administrative Monitoring
Fee
Fee
Fee

Fee
Administration
Method

$275
None

% of Gross Revenue
(payable after % of
gross revenue exceeds
application fee)
None
6%

Mt. Rainier
Denali
NP&P
Black
Canyon
Colorado
National
Monument
Olympic
National
Park

$100
$200

$200
None

$200

None

None

None

Cost Recovery

$250

None

None

None

Cost Recovery

$100

None

None

3%

Market Price

Cost Recovery
Market Price

Table 2. Fees charged for mountaineering and rock climbing CUAs at National Parks with climbing
Furthermore, Reference Manual 48B, Chapter TBD on Management of CUA Fees2, states, “For
Commercial Use Authorizations providing primarily recreation services, NPS may assess a
reasonable fee of 3% of gross receipts for operations that gross less than $250,000.” We support a
reasonable fee of 3% of gross receipts. A fee of this amount is common among other land agencies
including the U.S. Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management. However, SEKI’s proposed
application fee of $800.00 will easily exceed 3% of gross receipts for many, if not all, operators.
This is especially true for guide services that operate primarily on the Inyo National Forest, with de
minimis entry into SEKI, and guide services from outside the area that conduct only a single trip.
For these reasons, we strongly encourage SEKI to maintain the current application fee and not
increase the fee to $800.00.

2

Reference Manual 48B, Chapter TBD, Management of Commercial Use Authorization Fees, Page 5
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8. Allow ratios up to 6:1 for mountaineering and backcountry ski mountaineering
It is common practice in the guiding industry for mountaineering and backcountry ski
mountaineering trips to be conducted at ratios up to six clients per guide when traveling in nontechnical, non-glaciated terrain with favorable conditions and appropriately trained clients. Ratios
up to six clients per guide are also common during education-focused, instructional programs that
cater to introductory experiences,3 such as basic mountaineering classes or introductory avalanche
awareness and backcountry skiing programs. This is well documented in requirements put forth by
the outfitter and guide insurance industry, the American Avalanche Association who sets
standards for avalanche awareness courses, and through examples set by other National Park
units.4 For reference, these examples are documented in Appendix A. In keeping with standard
practices across the industry, we urge SEKI to allow guide to client ratios up to 6:1 for
mountaineering and backcountry ski mountaineering activities.
9. Clarify the rating criteria and evaluation process to improve understanding for all applicants
In the last CUA application process, there was confusion around the application criteria and how
applications would be evaluated. For the upcoming application round in 2020-2021, we encourage
SEKI to clarify the rating criteria and evaluation process. Reference Manual 48B, Chapter TBD on
Limiting CUAs,5 states, “Fully describe the rating criteria and evaluation process. Park staff must
develop rating criteria and should consider basing rating criteria on applicant response to resource
protection, visitor safety, and relevant experience questions, at a minimum. The solicitation must
describe the evaluation process.”
Comments on Other Proposed Changes
Increase the number of CUAs that may be issued with WW CSD Allocations – this proposed change
is consistent with our previous recommendation to change the allocation method to “Limited
CUAs, Fixed CSD Allocation” which will allow additional CUAs to be offered (among other
improvements as described in recommendation #1).
Reallocate Base CSD and First Come First Served (FCFS) Pool split using an 80% 20% Allocation
model for WW Allocations – we recommend changing the allocation method to one in which the
FCFS pool is utilized for relinquished and redistributed CSDs only. This will maximize competition
and improve fairness, as described in recommendation #2. Increasing the total number of CUAs
can be achieved by changing the allocation method to “Limited CUAs, Fixed CSD Allocation” with
high, medium, and low-use levels.
First-Aid and Medical Minimum Requirements by Activity – we support the proposed changes.
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In the Wilderness Stewardship Plan Final Environmental Impact Statement, Appendix B, Extent Necessary Determination, page B-17, introductory
experiences are stated to be critical to the mission of NPS: “The NPS considers the provision of such introductory experiences as critical to its mission, and
recognizes that commercial services aid in this aspect of mission accomplishment.”
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Rocky Mountain National Park, Guided Mountaineering Concession Contract 2015, Exhibit B in the Operating Plan, Page 8, “The ratio varies due to the
degree of difficulty of the school or climb. Approved guide-to-client ratios (for) simple technical skills classes is 6:1.”
5

Reference Manual 48B, Chapter TBD, Limiting CUAs, Page 4
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Minor modification to certification requirements for Mountaineering and Ski Mountaineering – we
recommend SEKI continue using “AMGA Alpine Guide Certification, AMGA Ski Mountaineering
Guide Certification, IFMGA Certification, or Equivalent Certification documented through training
and experience” as the criteria for assessing mountaineering and ski mountaineering providers
(see recommendation #5).
Changes to frequency of trip reporting and submission of trip Itineraries – we support the proposed
changes.
Guide lists and certifications – we support the proposed changes.
*

*

*

Thank you for the opportunity to share our perspective on the proposed changes to the wilderness
CUA program at Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks in 2020-2021. We look forward to
supporting SEKI in implementing these changes for the benefit of the public, guide services, and
the National Park Service.
Sincerely,

Matt Wade
Advocacy & Policy Director
American Mountain Guides Association

Alex Kosseff
Executive Director
American Mountain Guides Association

Howie Schwartz & Neil Satterfield
Sierra Mountain Guides
312 North Main St.
Bishop, CA 93514

Timothy Keating, David Cressman, J. Brown
Sierra Wilderness Seminars, Inc.
dba SWS Mountain Guides
120 South Main St. Suite 1 ½
Lone Pine, CA 93545

Amy Ness
Whitney Basecamp
PO Box 651
Lone Pine, CA 93545

Jason Martin
American Alpine Institute
1515 12th St.
Bellingham, WA 98225
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SP Parker
Sierra Mountain Center
200 South Main St.
Bishop, CA 93514

Kurt Wedberg
Sierra Mountaineering International
236 North Main St.
Bishop, CA 93514

David Miller
California Alpine Guides
PO Box 8486
Mammoth Lakes, CA 93546

M. Ian Elman
Southern Yosemite Mountain Guides
42997 E. Mountain View Lane
Oakhurst, CA 93644

Local guides:

Lindsay Fixmer
200 S. Main St.
Bishop, CA 93514

Ian McEleney
PO Box 8143
Mammoth Lakes, CA 93546

Geoff Unger
75 Red Fir St.
Mammoth Lakes, CA 93546
Cc:

Jason Watkins
Chief of Administration and Business Services
Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks
47050 Generals Highway
Three Rivers, CA 93271
Monica Rinne
Concessions Management Specialist
Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks
47050 Generals Highway
Three Rivers, CA 93271
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APPENDIX A
Examples of allowable ratios for guided mountaineering and avalanche education inclusive of
guided backcountry skiing

Figure 1: The American Avalanche Association (AAA) establishes guidelines for the conduct of
avalanche education in the United States. As noted in the table below, the acceptable ratio for
introductory, level 1 avalanche training and associated guided backcountry skiing is six students
to one instructor:

Recreational Course Guidelines
Prepared by the AAA Education Committee
Table 1: Level 1 Avalanche Training

Program

Level 1
Avalanche
Training

Audience

*Current
and aspiring
backcountry
travelers

Learning Outcomes

Core Curriculum Content

-Access local avalanche Pre-Course
bulletin and learn to
• Consider pre-course materials and study for student.
understand & apply.
Avalanche Basics & Characteristics
-Describe where and
• Avalanche types; Unstable snowpack conditions.
why avalanches occur.
• Size classification of avalanches. Incident statistics.
Key components for
formation.
• Terms common to: avalanches, terrain & snow.
-Human Factors.
• Avalanche motion: glide, turbulence, speed- dry vs. wet
Identify & apply simple • Identify Avalanche Problems (conditions, formation, characteristics).
decision tools to prepare
Terrain
for traveling in
avalanche terrain.
• Critical slope angles. Terrain features, shape, size.
-Apply risk management
tools: safety equipment, • Role of slope aspect and elevation to sun and wind.
• Identify avalanche start zones, tracks, and run-outs
trailhead checks, and
communication.
• Critical terrain: traps, convexities, triggering.
-Learn procedures for
Basic Companion
Rescue: Skills Practical

Snowpack and Weather

Pre-requisites

-No formal
Pre requisites
-Strongly
Recommended:

•

Winter Travel and
First Aid Skills

•

Avalanche
Awareness or
Similar

Performance measures

24 hours

Attendance & participation

Minimum:
60% field

Course Close:

•

Course provider’s
recommended
reading. Pre-course
work.

Instructor Qualifications &
Student:Instructor ratio

-Primary or lead instructor: AAA Pro Member

-Assistants: AAA Member Affiliates
• Recommendations for
further skill development.
-Continuing education within previous 4 years
• Limits of training
• Value of Mentors

• Mountain snowpack development: storms, intervals. Weather events leading to
formation of strong and weak layers. Basic snowpack development/change.
-Make key observations
• Snow Climates; by region and within range-mountain location.
for snowpack and
Information Gathering
weather.
-Participants should
have some experience
-Practice snowpack tests • Access and understand information from the Avalanche Advisory. North
appropriate for the
in backcountry travel
American Avalanche Danger Scale.
current avalanche
as required by Course
• Use of terrain/danger rose.
problems.
Provider.
-Identify avalanche
Planning, Communication & Decision-making
terrain in the field.
• Terrain, Snowpack, Weather discussion for trip planning
-Choose terrain
• Use information to plan & prepare for field. Use of Maps/technology.
appropriate for the
• Human Factors. Managing Risk.
current avalanche
• Use of decision tools, check lists, contingencies, emergency plans.
forecast & safe travel.
Link participant
Communication.
objectives, to terrain and • Application of Plan to Field. Tour group decision making prior to travel; safe
avoiding Avalanche
travel for conditions. Relevant observations & objectives.
Problem.
• End of day review. Observations and reflections with group.
Making Relevant Observations
• Field observations: Critical Red Flag Obs.; Recognizing & prioritizing
• Pairing appropriate observations with current avalanche problems and
conditions
• Use of avalanche & snow pit tools: inclinometer, compass, probe, saw, shovel,
and thermometer.
• Snowpack tests: snow pits: ID layers (hand hardness), basic grain types (strong
& weak layers). Field identifying the Avalanche Problem.
• Informal snowpack tests while traveling.

Format

•

Preparation for Level 2
Avalanche Training

-Instructors must be excellent role models for the
skills they teach.
-Maximum 6:1

Figure 2: Minimum eligibility requirements for guided mountaineering insurance with Atain
Specialty Insurance Company, per the 2017 Application for Guided Recreation Insurance:

Figure 3: Approved guide-to-client ratios for mountaineering services in Rocky Mountain
National Park:

